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They took cover and advanced quickly fifty yards from the
open, blotted by the opaque thorn.
Maletti had caught the Ethiopians at Anale. They
scattered like buck, leaving the jacks under their damaged
lorries. The tanks roared after them over tufted sandhills,
zigzagging round the treacherous crumbling dongas, and
crushing thornbush. The tanks, slit narrowly in front for
eyes, were half blind in the dust which their tracks knocked
up. The sun was burning hot, for it was nearly eleven
o'clock ... on Armistice Day. The drivers, sweating,
shoved up their lids and shot forward, spitting a chain of
fire.
They drove, with a fearful grind of tracks, straight into
the troops of Fitorari Gongol. He was leading them himself
and fell wouaded to one of the first bullets from their linked
machine-guns.
His servants fell at his side, firing and tugging at their
swords.
The tanks passed over them, moved again to left and right.
The Ethiopians understand cover perfectly. Not a man
could be seen in the dirty dust-clouded bush.
A tank moved up to a little hill to inspect. It fidgeted
this way and that. Twenty Ethiopians were lying in the
roots of thorn trees forty yards away. At the top the driver
stopped. Nothing visible. A head in a suffocating crash
helmet bobbed up from the tank. " We thought it was a
cruel animal," the soldiers told me, " we dared not
shoot"
The driver got out. It was a two-man tank, Fiat-Ansaldo,
double machine-gun 1935 model. The machine-gunner got
out, as the Ethiopians held their breath and pressed closer
into the thorns.
" Kail them," whispered their officer. Twenty shots from
the Fusil Gras. " They fell very slowly to the ground, like
sand off riverbanks," the soldiers told me.
They did not dare approach the tank which had killed,
they thought, their Fitorari Gongol. Another tank came
up, stopped its engine, could not see in the track dust. It
shouted to the other tank—no reply. ' * We think they wanted
to know what was wrong, and could not see," said the
soldiers.

